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Starbricks can be assembled to 
structures of almost any size and 
combination, freestanding, hanging 
or integrated into walls and ceilings. 
The assembly of complex designs 
requires special planning. 
Advice and assistance is offered by 
Starbrick GmbH & Co. KG.

The single Starbrick can be used as:
  Pendent luminaire 
  Floor luminaire 
  Table luminaire

The Starbrick is a light module, developed through on
going research into the relations between space, light 
modulation and geometry at my studio. Our initial idea 
of generating a complex brick geometry led to the de
velopment of the starshaped modules, based on a 
stackable principle that produces three types of space: 
the solid structure of the module itself, the negative 
space at its core in the form of a ‘cubeoctahedron’, and 
the polyhedric shapes that appear between the modules 
when stacked. In past years, my studio has conducted a 
number of light experiments in collaboration with Zum
tobel, one of which centred on the different qualities and 
hues of LED light. The LEDs were placed within the indi
vidual modules and eventually resulted in the Starbrick.

I have developed a module that, while functioning as an 
object in itself, can also be assembled to form cloudlike 
structures as well as basic architectural elements such 
as walls, whether freestanding or integrated into a larger 
structure, suspended ceilings, columns of all shapes, 
sizes and volumes – theoretically, you could build a 
luminous Starbrick house! The expandable, generous 
principle makes it possible for people to buy a lamp sys
tem that relates to its surroundings. Depending on the 
context, you can change the system; whether in a small 
study or a public institution, the module can be used as 
a building unit, synthesising light, geometry and volume. 

By collaborating with Zumtobel, I have had the opportu
nity to develop a lamp for everyday use and living. It pos
es questions that are central to both contemporary art 
and society: how does light define space? How does it 
influence the way we experience the world? Light opens 
up indeterminate spaces and challenges us to redefine 
our sensibility. It has a strong performative potential: its 
ephemeral character tends to generate individual feel
ings and narratives, often in social contexts. Light has a 
crucial impact on our understanding of our immediate 
surroundings, the larger geopolitical context, sustain
ability, the consequences of our actions, the social rela
tions in which we are entangled, as well as of ourselves. 
If we enhance our light sensibility, letting aesthetic and 
ecoethical concerns intertwine, I think we will begin to 
conceive differently of space. The Starbrick is one at
tempt at doing just that.

Olafur Eliasson
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Starbrick GmbH & Co. KG
Christinenstr. 18/19, Haus 2
10119 Berlin
Germany

contact@starbrick.info
www.starbrick.info

Zumtobel Lighting GmbH
Grevenmarschstr. 74–78
32657 Lemgo
Germany

www.zumtobel.com
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The Starbrick consists of injec
tionmoulded polycarbonate 
components with a matte black 
finish.

The semitransparent, yellow, 
reflective surfaces at its core are 
backlit by LEDs.  

The white light from the outward
facing LED is concentrated and 
evenly distributed via polycarbo
nate refractors. 

When Starbricks are stacked, the 
matte black surfaces are reduced, 
the white light generating polyhe
dric shapes between the bricks. 
All light sources are individually 
dimmable. Due to its various light 
settings, the module offers both 
functional and ambient light.

Size:
550 × 560 × 460 mm 
Ø 580 mm

Weight:
Light module: 7 kg (15.4 lbm)
Ballast: 2.5 kg (5.5 lbm)

LEDs:
Operating voltage: 90–260 V
Connected load: max. 100 W
Certification mark: CE conformity 

Available at www.starbrick.info
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